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ED IT ORIAL D E P AR T M EN T N O T E
T wo of the ma jor developments of tra nsporta tion since
the wa r ha v e been the increa sed u se of motor bu sses a nd
tru ck s a nd a n incre a sings desire on th e pa rt of America n
shipping companies to handle more of the business of
ocean transporta tion. Ou r papers this time deal with
cost problems relating to these two movements.
Mr. G. S. H . Ca ston is one of ou r recent a dditions to
membership from the foreign field, a nd resides in Gibra lta r. Mr. Caston was born in London and received his
education almost entirely in that city. Since 1914, he
ha s, wit h the ex ception of the W a r Perio d, been enga ged
in accounting and engineering work partially in connection with motor tra nsporta tion. At the present time lie is
a practicing accountant in Gibraltar, and has a number
of connections there which enable him to spea k a u thorita tively on the su bject of his pa per in this Bulletin. He is
the au thor of several articles in tra nsporta tion journals
published in England, and has been, since his election,
keenly interested in the work of the Nationa l Associa tion.
T he a u t hor of ou r second pa per, Mr . R. V. Winqu ist,
is on the sta ff of the General Stea mship Corporation. Mr.
Winqu ist received his a ccou nting tra ining with Pa ce a nd
Pa ce at Wa shington, D. C. H e was connected for six
yea rs with the Emergency Fleet Corpora tion in Wa shington and Brazil, and for the past three years ha s been
with the General Steamship Corporation. H e has been
pa rticu larly interested in cost work, and the paper printed
here is a resu lt of some of his stu dies in the cost field a s
applied to his specia l industry.
Mr. Winquist's paper was presented before the Sa n
Fra ncisco Chapter N. A. C. A., while Mr. Ca ston's was
not delivered before any cha pter.
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TIRE COSTING AND STATISTICS IN OMNIBUS
COMPANIES
. rapid strides made during the war in mechanical transport
P proved
to be the impetus which started rural transport in those
parts of England badly served by the railways. After the war
government vehicles were available at knock -down prices; and
these vehicles, generally with home manufactured bodies, laid the
foundation for a business which, today, has grown to huge dimensions. At first the concerns were mostly one -man shows, and
often provided a living for ex- soldiers. Owing to high railway
fares and inconvenience, they progressed rapidly and amalgamated
for greater strength or credit facilities. The next step was the
purchasing of proper omnibus vehicles. . . . more often than
not purchased without any experience in that particular type or
make, or purchased on the experience of city service operators
whose data was subsequently found to be of little use when applied to rural districts. With a reduction in railway fares and
keen competition from neighboring services, owners were compelled to reduce their fares, and it was then for the first time that
the true significance of a penny more or a penny less came to be
fully realized in operating costs: Consequently it was not long
before the small concerns went out of business, leaving the field to
companies possessing miniature fleets of every known make under
the sun which had come to them in the main, through purchases
of their weaker competitors. At this point began the transitory
stage, a stage of worry over operating costs and cut- throat competition, which paved the way to limited companies operating large
fleets of first -class and up -to -date vehicles and splendidly organized
services.
It was at the beginning of this stage that I joined a transport
company in charge of its costing department, and included in the
long list of odds and ends of sundry jobs which fell to the unhappy
lot of my department was that of starting and maintaining comprehensive statistics concerning tires. Of the many costing or
semi - costing jobs of which I have had personal experience, I think
this one of the tires can certainly be rated as really troublesome.
In the case of stores or labor -hours my department, in common
with other costing offices, got a fair measure of support from the
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outside and technical staffs who realized that this information
meant money; but when it came to supplying figures for statistical
,purposes in the case of tires (although it meant money in the long
run), they seemed adverse to giving the matter even the smallest
amount of thought. This was the first difficulty I had to overcome
and always will be the weak point in the compilation of tire statistics. At that time it was our primary object to ascertain the mileage
for each make of tire for the purpose of future purchasing and also
to claim against manufacturers for those tires which had not run
their guaranteed mileage of (generally) io,000 miles; but as I
will explain later on, our statistics not only gave this information,
but threw light on many other things as well.
At first these statistics were not too difficult because in those
days we ran all our vehicles on solid tires; but subsequently, owing
to competition, etc., we shod our fleet with pneumatics with a consequent increase in difficulties owing to punctures and the substitution of spare tires in place of the damaged ones. Neither was it
any use making the inner tube part and parcel of the cover. Very
often when a damaged tube was taken out of its cover, another
tube was inserted and the damaged one repaired later on and
placed on one side pending the next casualty. It meant, therefore,
keeping statistics for inner tubes also, though not in such an extensive manner as that required for covers.
The first job was to obtain co- operation between the garages
and the costing office. Each driver, on signing off after a run,
had to fill in a report stating the name of his vehicle, miles run
and the service. Below were noted any minor details requiring
the technical attention of the garage before the vehicle went on
the road again. I had these forms reprinted but with a section at
the bottom for tire information, and instructions were issued to
all drivers that each puncture had to be noted stating the place
where it occurred and which wheel was affected. One man was
made responsible in each garage for tire stocks, changing and
mending them, and passing on all information once a day to the
costing office. He obtained his information from personal contact
with the vehicles and from the details noted on the drivers' reports. His daily return was made out in duplicate and it took
the following form for both tires and inner tubes on each vehicle.
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Service
Pixley /Castle

N. A. C. A. Bulletin
Scott. C.A. 7854
Number

Miles

Rear Offside

56745

103

Rear Nearside

10879

103

Front Offside
Front Nearside

15672
34785
36957

67)
36)
103

Spare

34785

36.6Remarks

punctured

fitted- F.O.

—

Tire Brand

When there were no changes, he would simply fill in the mileage
and remark at the bottom, "same as yesterday ". On each sheet
there was room for about ten vehicles, and on the back a section
was provided for recording new and used stocks of covers and
tubes. By going to the extra trouble of having one return for
each garage, we concentrated the responsibility for reliable information on one man who was always available by telephone when
the necessity arose. It meant less filing of papers and clearer
records than if we used the drivers reports.
From these Garage Tire Returns the cost office made up its
statistics. A loose leaf book was kept called the Tire Record
Book, ruled one page for each cover or tube per month. All covers and tubes of the same make and size were grouped together
for easier reference when required. It ran as follows:—
Brand of T ire 56745.

Date

Jan. I
2

"

..

4
5
6
7

36x6.

Mileage

Name

Number

W heel

S ervice

R un

Total

Scott

C. A. 7854

R. O.

Pixley /Castle

103
103
34

240

St ar

C. A. 3345

R. N.

Pixley /Castle

I

Remarks

punctured)

103

The total column, as will be seen from the above, was used to
record the mileage of each period between punctures and also as a
check on the mileage totals in another book which I will explain
later. The remarks column carried such information as "punctured," "split," "returned to makers," etc. In the case of a tire
being carried as a spare, only the first portion of the sheet was
filled in and the wheel column noted with the word "spare." Often
two or three months would go by before a spare tire was fitted to a
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wheel, and, therefore, a certain number of sheets in the book were
wasted, but this reduced to a minimum the possibility of missing
out days when making the entries. The monthly totals were made
up and carried to a continuous abstract (in use for one year)
whose totals had to agree with the mileage returns kept by the
traffic department. As soon as a tire was worn out, its mileage
life was made up and entered in a separate section at the end of
the book known as the Used Tires section. Tires which had been
run under good conditions but had given poor mileage were returned to the makers with a claim for under - mileage. Since these
were supported by comprehensive statistics, the makers were compelled to admit about ninety per cent of the claims. The only
points against absolute perfection were a few batches of tires which
gave poor results; but as practically every factory now and again
turns out a batch of tires not consistent with their usual standard,
a bad batch of one make balances a bad batch of another make.
Anyhow, up to this point the statistics fulfilled our requirements
as originally thought sufficient and necessary for the business.
But the business was growing rapidly. More amalgamations
had been affected, new districts taken over, and the fleet considerably increased but just as cosmopolitan as ever. I had already
noticed that some vehicles were harder on tires than others, so I
determined to analyze the statistics to determine the actual difference between one make and another. As inner tubes varied very
little, I was content to leave their statistics as they were. This
section was subsequently discarded as soon as we were certain
which makes were most reliable).
For further analysis of the mileage results of covers, another
loose -leaf book was brought into being called the Vehicle Tire
Book, ruled with one page for each vehicle per month. Its general form was as follows:—
Bristol.

C.O. 7644.

Service

IIName INumber IRun ITotal 11Name INumber IRun ITotal
Jan 1
2
3

Pixley /castle

56789

44363
4

5

"

75
75
15

12345
165

75
75
75

60

75
75
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Size, 36x6.

Front Offside
Name

Number

Run

35546

75
75
75

Front Nearside
Total

Name Number
66785

75
75
30308

Spare

Run Total

Name

Number

75
75
75

44363

75
25
50

30308
—

—
325

Remarks

punctured
spl i tuseless.

The total column was for the mileage of each tire from the date
of fitting to the date of puncturing and had to agree with the total
column in the Tire Record Book. Monthly totals were also made
up which had to agree with the continuous abstract (already referred to) and the traffic department mileage returns. The regular checking among three separate records reduced clerical errors
to a minimum. From this book came the information I hoped to
obtain, that of vehicle utility as regards tires. We soon found out
which vehicles were economical on tires, and this information acted
as a guide when new vehicles had to be purchased. Doubtless it
was somewhat misleading since each year manufacturers produce
a better and more economical vehicle. This book was later on improved immensely by insisting, as far as was humanly possible,
that vehicles always ran on their own tires, i.e., that a vehicle damaging a tire had it returned as a spare. Bad experience on tires
for a vehicle often suggested checks by our garage department for
bad wheel alignment. This record also pointed out the advisability
of shoeing the front wheels of certain vehicles with a different
make of tire than those on the back. In cases where vehicles consumed large quantities of oil and gasoline and the statistics proved
their tire costs to be high, the latter was often the deciding factor
in scrapping the vehicle sooner than was originally intended rather
than allow it a long life in which to pile up operating costs.
At the end of every three months I submitted to my Directors
a statement (huge as you can imagine when dealing with several
different districts and a large fleet composed of a dozen various
makes of vehicles and as many, or more, different makes of tires)
which was progressive by quarters for each year and it was the
means of saving a tremendous amount of money. It also pointed
out which vehicles were best suited to our general needs or to the
special needs of certain districts. I give this statement in minia-
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ture from which will be seen, as an example, that the "A" type
buses were preferable to the `B" type in hilly districts, and No. 3
tires gave better results than tires of other makes. The figures
are fictitious.
I N F ORM AT I ON OBT A I N E D
Statistical
Vehicle Utility
Fut ure T i re Purchase s
Towns
( 1)

illy

N a m e of T i r e
No . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
No . 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
No . 3
Cost in c e nt s pe r
t i r e per m ile on
No. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
No . 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
No . 3 . . . . . . . . . . .

( 2)

at

A

(1 )

Country Districts
(2 ) F la t
_

illill� y

A

$

A
B

15474
18700
22995

15382
18010
22846

15476
19824
23777

16351
18892
23605

10111
11443
13724

9437
11020
12998

14343
17424
19985

15046
17940
21725

.242
.208
.176

.244
.216
.177

.242
.196
.170

.229
.206
.169

.371
.340
.295

.375
.353
.312

.2 61
.223
.203

.249
.217
.186

I also noticed that the winter months wore tires much more than
th e su mmer mont hs , so I a t te mp te d an ot h er a na lysi s a s soon a s I
had compiled about three years' statistics. The difficulty was that
on ly a s ma l l pe rcen t age of t h e ti re s h ad a ct ua l ly r un s i x mont hs '
periods which could definitely conform to either summer or winter.
T h e results were, therefore, somewhat disappointing. Howe ve r,
from what I could discover and use with any degree of accuracy, I
proved that the mileage resul ts in winte r were from 157o' to 25ofo
(according to the make) less than in summer.
In ob ta in in g i nfor ma ti on from these statistics I ha d a l wa ys t o
bear in mind the following fa cts : ( a ) really old vehicles, ( b )
vehicles which had been in the h and s of bad drivers fo r a l o n g
time, and (c) roads in bad cond ition which had n ot been repaired
for ma n y mon t h s .
Tod a y conditions in the rural motor transport business have
changed considerably. Fleets have probably become larger, but
are standardized on one or two mak es; and tires, owi n g t o the
progress made in their manufactu re, do n ot show such differences
in mileage and original cost as was the case a few years ago.
Nevertheless statistics are still a great necessity. The officials of
transport companies, if they are wise, will always do a fair amount
of experimenting with other makes in hopes of finding a more
economical vehicle than they possess; and, as the difference in operat ing cos ts b etwe en one make of vehicl e and anothe r is getting
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less and less, and the difference between profit and loss equally as
fine, it behooves those people responsible for statistics to take the
utmost care in the compilation.
I now come to the costing of tires, a controversial subject about
which much has been said. If one talks to the majority of transport costing men about this "fallacy," as they call it, they will tell
you there is one and only one way to deal with this charge and
that is to just simply charge it out! By this they mean that as
soon as a tire is fitted to a vehicle it becomes a charge on the cost
sheet; and ipso facto, 5 0 0 tires fitted during a year means that 5 0 0
tires have to be charged. Now let us follow such an operation
through and see how it affects ( t ) a company with only one general
cost sheet, ( 2 ) a company keeping a cost sheet for each district,
(3) a company keeping a cost sheet for each service, and (4) how
it affects vehicle depreciation figures at the end of the year.
In the case of a company with only one cost sheet, I don't suppose it is worthwhile introducing any other system than that advocated as the easiest one providing its yearly mileage is always
the same. The unused portion of the tires at the end of the year
averaged over all the vehicles will then more or less balance the
unused portion with which they started the year. But if a company has a fluctuating yearly mileage, as most of them have, it
takes little thought to see that the charging up of tires as articles
instead of by miles run will give incorrect results and upset comparisons of one year with another. However, the error is not very
noticeable in large companies.
Passing on to the next example of a company having a separate
cost sheet for each district, conditions are likely to prove quite
different. If each district requires a large number of vehicles and
tire wear factors are known to be about the same all the way
through the territory, then the simple costing method can be maintained; but if these districts vary in tire wear and each is served
by a different number of vehicles, it is absolutely incorrect to
charge up tires as if they were spare engine parts. Let us take a
case of a company which decides to open a new district requiring
only a few vehicles and for which district operating costs are unknown. The buses are taken from other services and probably
start off with many thousands of tire miles on each wheel. Dur1181
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ing the first year (which is watched very carefully), an average
of only one set is charged up for a mileage equivalent to, say, one
and three - quarter sets. The result is, therefore, a low figure which
is entirely misleading and likely to prove dangerous when fine calculations have to be made to combat keen competition. The periodical comparisons of district cost sheets are equally deceptive.
The third example, that of a separate cost sheet for each service,
is exactly the same as the foregoing but to a very much greater
extent. For the sake of making the point more acute, let us take
two services of 35,000 miles and 2r,5oo miles a year respectively
worked by one vehicle each service and run on tires giving an average mileage of 20,000 miles. Both vehicles start on January ist
with new tires. The first requires a fresh set in July, and the second in early December. In both cases one set of tires is charged
out to each in the first year. Now let us pass on to the second
year. This year two sets are required for the first vehicle, viz.,
in February and September, and the second vehicle gets only one
set in November. In the third year the same thing happens, two
sets for the first and one set for the second. This simple example
therefore shows how thoroughly wrong it is to charge up tires in
cost sheets in the same way as is done with spare parts. Only
misleading results can be expected, and yearly comparisons are
quite impossible.
And how are all these difficulties to be surmounted with a view
to greater accuracy' As far as I can see there is only one way.
If, at the end of each year, the number of tires fitted during the
twelve months is totalled and the average mileage struck over the
whole or for each make of tire, and this average figure used for
computing the probable life of the tires fitted to wheels at the end
of the year and divided by the miles already run and proportioned
to their value when new, a figure is obtained representing, simply
and practically, the approximate remaining worth of each tire. To
be even more accurate, each make of tire needs the compilation of
a table (or graph) showing what is its worth after every too or
Soo miles of wear, for it is a well known fact that the more miles
run the greater is the wear per mile. Such a table would be 8o%
cent guesswork, but would give a better estimated value of partially used tires than by the proportionate calculation I have just
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explained. Whichever way the figure is obtained, it is the adjustment necessary when defining vehicle values at the end of each
year, and is a subtraction if vehicles are valued with new tires, or
an addition if valued without tires. Either one way or the other
the value of partially used tires at the end of the year in any large
transport company represents an enormous figure which is but
seldom realized; and in the same way as the value of gasoline in
vehicle tanks at the end of the year is computed for balance sheet
purposes, so ought tires, which are far more valuable, be subjected
to the same treatment.
In more or less the same way as the foregoing, tire operating
costs for ( t ) districts and (z) services ought to be adjusted. The
unused portions of tires on the date of making calculations ought
to be valued and deducted from the cost of tires fitted during the
period under analysis. Imperfect as this method is because to an
extent it is problematical, it is nevertheless a great advance over
the habitual method which I so strongly deprecate. I feel sure that
if those companies holding allegiance to this poor method would
only install a proper tire costing system, greater efficiency would
result in general costing, vehicle valuation and truer operating
costs.
CO S T F I N D I N G A S A P P L I E D T O S H I P S ' C A R G O E S
appearing before you not as an expert on cost finding in
I AM
any sense of the word, but merely as one who has felt, through
practical contact with the steamship industry, a vital need for a
uniform method in the proper analysis of ships' cargo handling
and port expenses, in order that operating and traffic officials can
observe with a greater degree of accuracy the trend of costs.
Keen competition has led to a search for greater economy in all
phases of ocean transportation. The entire industry has devoted
itself to the study of possible improvements in propulsion, in fuel
conservation, in efficiency of labor —in practically all branches of
ship operation. Economy has become the watchword.
Probably no other single feature of the business absorbs a higher
proportion of ships' earnings than that class of expense generally
known as port or terminal charges. The effect of high charges of
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this character as compared with costs of water transportation may
be visualized, for example, by the statement that a shipload of
cargo, once placed aboard, can be moved a thousand miles to sea
at less cost than is incurred when discharging the same cargo in
the port. In this phase of shipping clearly lies as extensive a field
for cost reduction as in any other branch of the industry.
The fundamental purpose of cost - finding is, of course, to show
the actual cost of operations and performances. If such a method
had no other justification for its existence in the shipping business,
it would at least establish the costs of handling certain kinds of
commodities at given ports, thus affording a basis for calculation
when fixing rates and revealing to the traffic and operating managers the classes of cargoes which are most desirable from the
point of view of handling costs at loading and discharging points.
Knowledge of details of costs, moreover, is a powerful means
of studying cost reductions and a good start toward reducing costs.
In a shipping enterprise of any considerable magnitude, it is impossible even for district representatives to keep its activities under
immediate and personal control. The details of operations are
necessarily left to agents. It is an impossible task for the manager to check important details unless they are systematized in
such a way that all tendencies will be brought clearly before him.
In so- called scientific management, the securing of advance
knowledge of time and cost of operations in detail, without leaving
anything to chance or judgment, is an important principle. T l e
tendency is to find standards of performance which can be used
not only as a criterion after completion, but also as a means of
predicting performance before it is started. Such a tendency is
clearly shown in the collection of scientific knowledge to govern
the navigation and engineering of a vessel. Collection of cost and
performance data in a uniform and scientific manner would similarly form an accurate basis for prediction of vessel's time and
expense in port. I first felt the great need for a system of standards of this character when I was employed by a large shipowner
to review ships' disbursement accounts and make comparisons with
a view to determining whether the greatest possible economies
could be affected.
As I had previously observed the accuracy with which success 1184
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ful enterprises and railway transportation companies analyzed
their costs and thus revealed the weak points in their operations,
I turned eagerly to text books with a view to determining if possible whether any suggestions could be found in the application of
the principles of cost finding to port operations from the ship owner's viewpoint. I failed to find anything in this regard, however, and was faced with the necessity of following a haphazard
method that seems to be commonly followed in the shipping industry of judging ships' port disbursements and operations on the
basis of such information as is revealed by the expense account
and such data as is submitted by the Masters and the Agents regarding operations. It occurred to me at that time that there
should be some manner of systematically analyzing these operations with a view to finding accurately, on the basis of actual operations, cargo handling costs and other essential facts relating to
the management of vessels in ports of call, and presenting this
data, when established, in a uniform manner, with a view to—
i— Revealing possible cost reductions and improvements in operations;
2 — Furnishing a uniform and scientific basis on which to judge
comparative efficiency of—
(a ) Ship's agents;
(b) Stevedore labor;
(c) Port facilities.
3— Affording convenient preparation of uniform reports and
statements, as required, affecting various phases of cargo- handling,
costs, port charges, etc.
4—Providing a basis for making advance estimates of charges
for entering given ports, costs and time required for handling
given amounts of cargo; in short, to pre- determine expenses and
time required in port.
Shipping is, of course, an extremely varied enterprise dealing
with many cargoes, ships and ports, but the general principle of
operation does not vary. The business of ships is, simply stated,
to enter ports for the loading and discharge of cargoes. I found
that it was possible, therefore, to adopt certain basic principles to
govern generally in the treatment of costs incurred and time re1185
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quired, thus affording a certain uniformity in results ultimately
obtained. The fact that similar traffic continues to flow from the
Atlantic Coast ports of the United States to Rio de Janiero, for
example, permits of the accumulation of data regarding discharge
of southbound cargoes at that port, which may be verified by subsequent repetitions of the same operations. It is this repetition
of similar operations that formed the underlying theory which
made possible the collection of accurate performance data and the
establishment of standards by which current operations could be
judged, future performance predicted and the more efficient
processes determined.
As a basis to obtain this data, I used —first, the ship's port disbursement account covering expenses of call; second, a ship's port
log which presented in some detail the manner in which stevedore
labor was utilized, the amount of cargo handled, the amount of
overtime employed, etc. ; and third, such special reports or data
as may have been available from the operating manager supplementing that available in these records.
I then adopted the following basic classification: First, as to
port, local conditions making each port peculiar unto itself; second, as to homeward and outward calls, being so subdivided in
order to group similar calls having on the average a similar run
of cargo; third, any exceptional cases, which for some extraordinary reason should not be grouped with the general run of calls
when establishing average figures.
Each ship's agent prepares his accounts covering ship's disbursements in a manner more or less his own. The method which
he follows is also affected, of course, by the custom of the port,
differences in operations, charges, etc., which cause the classification of expenses to fall into groupings ordinarily peculiar to the
port and frequently peculiar to the agent himself.
It was, therefore, obviously necessary that the first step in following a uniform method of establishing costs and charges must
be the regrouping or restatement of charges in a form which is
standardized for the port at least, and, as far as practicable, also
standardized as between ports.
This regrouping of a ship's port expenses took three main divisions. First, cargo handling charges, covering those charges
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which are directly the result of, and generally fluctuate with, the
handling of cargo. They are chargeable against the cargo and furnish the basis for calculation of cargo - handling costs. Second,
port charges, including those expenses incurred by reason of the
entry and departure of the ship, which, theoretically at least, fluctuate only slightly and are not affected by the amount of cargo
handled. Third, general expenses, including those charges which,
for special reasons, should not be properly included with the first
two items. While not entirely necessary for purposes primarily
in view, the third classification was included for the sake of completeness. By regrouping these charges, it was possible to so
analyze the cargo handling charges as to ascertain the cost of
handling various commodities during straight time and overtime,
and subdivide each of these classifications to show the costs for
basic stevedoring, miscellaneous stevedoring, dock charges, etc.
This part of the procedure, revealed quite completely the cargo
handling costs of each ship's call, giving the operating and traffic
departments a rather clear picture.
In the second main division, setting forth the miscellaneous port
charges, or the charges incident to the call of the ship which are
not/to be borne by the cargo and which are slightly, if at all, affected by cargo considerations, the figures served as a uniform restatement of this group of expenses.
It was clear, however, that to give full effect to costs of handling cargoes, due consideration would also have to be given to the
factor of ship's time. Costs in themselves reflect only part of the
cargo handling operation. Low costs may prove to be entirely too
high and high costs very low when the second factor is taken into
account. Having observed the costs incurred, therefore, the operating manager would next wish to know the time required. It
was necessary, therefore, to ascertain the time spent by the vessel
in port, from point of arrival at quarantine to the point of her departure from port. This was divided into three divisions, along
lines similar in certain respects to the division made of the expenses. First, the time when the ship is available for working
cargo, which is chargeable against the cargo. This was termed —
"Cargo Time." Second, the time required for visit, clearance,
awaiting berth or anchorage, generally the time spent in port when
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the vessel was not available for handling cargo. This was termed
— "Dead- time." Third, the time required for repairs, by reason
of legal interference or any extraordinary costs which would warrant its exclusion from either of the above named divisions.
The necessary information upon which these time calculations
were based was available in the port log. To facilitate calculations,
hours and minutes were converted into decimal parts of a day, following a conversion table adopted for the purpose. To further
simplify its consideration in conjunction with the actual costs and
expenses incurred by the ship while in port, the desirability of
placing a value on the ship's time was clearly seen. Determination of this value for application in connection with the various
types of vessels operated would of course be carried out largely in
conjunction with the operating department. Vessels engaged in a
given trade, however, are usually very much of the same type and
the use of a uniform amount to represent the value of a ship's time
for all vessels taken into comparison was advisable even though
that amount was in itself not exactly representative for each ship
taken into account. For purposes of comparison, in short, uniformity of application was of greater importance than the exactness of the figures when allowance was made for the value of ship's
time.
Cargo time was thus converted into cost of ship's time per ton.
This meant merely finding the value of cargo time and spreading
it over the cargo tons in order that comparison could be made with
the average handling cost per ton. To indicate the effort made to
despatch cargo handling and how much additional time could have
been so used, a figure was also shown to denote the percentage of
time worked.
With these various factors, it was possible to focus the results
of these operations into two index figures, representing the two
main divisions into which a vessel's performance in port naturally
falls; namely, the actual working of cargo (represented by index
A) and entry and clearance, or that time and expense incurred by
the call aside from the cargo operations (In dex B). The first
merely represented cargo handling cost plus the cost of cargo time
reduced to a per ton basis. Any significant change in cargo handling efficiency, whether improvement or retrogression, would be
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reflected in this figure. By taking similar figures for other vessels
on the same berth, the shipping manager would be afforded a basis
of comparison enabling him, with supporting data available, to
localize in a short time the causes for any differences and to observe those phases of the operations in which he felt that greater
economy was possible. He might find, for example, that by increasing average percentage of time worked and thus, through
overtime, increasing the cargo cost to a higher figure, the time
factor would be reduced sufficiently to give a lower index, thus
revealing that overtime work on that particular berth would be
good economy.
Although index B was found of less value than index A, it was
possible to reflect the second main division of the vessel's performance in port through this means. The shipping manager, finding index B high in comparison with other vessels in the same
port, could examine the component factors, determining in this
manner the particular phase of this operation requiring attention.
As a supplementary figure to index A, ton -days were easily
established. This figure shows the tons of cargo handled for each
twenty -four hours of ship's time that the vessel was in a position
to work. Taken over a period of time it indicates in a very general way the average capacity of a port, giving a reflection of
maximum as well as minimum rate of cargo handling and affording a general basis for estimating time required for a given amount
of cargo. The shipping manager naturally desires an increase in
this figure, as it represents a better investment of ship's time and
is usually reflected by a lowering of Index A.
This figure would, of course, be affected by percentage of time
worked, by the efficiency of labor, and by the capacity of the ship
to work or the number of hatches that can be worked. When giving
consideration to a falling off in this figure in an individual case,
therefore, the manager would no doubt refer to the Port Log, to
the stowage plan, as well as the other factors expressed in the
analysis.
All of this deals with the establishment of essential facts relating to the management of vessels in port, and with the expression of such facts in key figures enabling the manager to observe
tendencies with greater facility.
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The value of any method of finding and presenting information, however, depends largely upon the use that is made of the
results obtained. If not put to practical use the compilation of
figures would be an unwarranted waste of time and money. The
method proposed, while primarily intended to assist the manager
to observe operations readily and to take such steps for betterment
as he may find possible, forms the basis, through collection and
classification, for the convenient preparation of periodical or special reports, as required, of practically any phase of operations in
a given port. Aside from reflecting tendencies in costs and performance in port, they are used as a basis for fixing sailing schedules and for estimating in advance, cost of operations on various
routes. They afford a decidedly more accurate estimate than is
possible on the basis of labor schedules, port charges and general
reports on conditions which are usually found in port directories
and in such reports as are ordinarily furnished by ship's agents.
Assuming, for example, that in bidding on a large contract for
the carriage of petroleum products, the traffic manager desired to
know the lowest figure at which he could profitably handle the
business. By turning to his previous operations in handling this
particular commodity as reflected in the cost analysis sheets and
by taking into account the ton -mile cost, he could work out a
pretty accurate figure based on past performances which would
serve as a basis for his calculation. Details of costs of various
cargo handling operations in each port, such as lighterage, overtime, charges, dock charges, etc., are also available in the event
that it is desired to make any stipulation regarding any particular
phase of them in the final contract.
As another example, let us assume that a parcel of boo tons of
cocoa was offering in Bahia. How much expense and delay would
be incurred through sending the ship in to pick it up? A rule of
thumb estimate might result in various figures. By using averages thus compiled from previous operations, it is possible to
ascertain very quickly the port cost with an astonishing degree of
accuracy.
Various formulae also were worked out to enable the quick application of the figures that were thus revealed. These are too
numerous to go into here.
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The fault with the system which I thus devised was that its
application was restricted to the operation of only one organization
and it has not undergone the refinements that would come about
from a broader application. I may say, in conclusion, however,
that it occurs to me that here is a field where the cost accountant
can render a distinct service to an industry that is daily driven to
the necessity of the utmost economy through severest forms of
international competition and which, although progressive in many
phases of its activities, is nevertheless tied down by a great many
traditions. The world looks upon America as a blunderer in nearly
all of her maritime endeavors, but if we would only show a measure of the same ingenuity in applying system to our shipping
efforts that we have shown in our manufacturing, we could
eventually demonstrate our efficiency in this field as well as in any
other.
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